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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

With a ridge of high pressure over the Gulf, winds will remain out of the E-SE across the Gulf today and tomorrow.  Wind speeds 
could become strong at times in the west in some locations, but moderate to fresh speeds should prevail there through the 
weekend.  Speeds will be light to gentle in the east. .Seas should be slight to occasionally moderate in the west where winds are 
highest, and smooth to slight in the east. Deep tropical moisture will keep the highest precipitation chances in central and eastern 
sections. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The ridge of high pressure will persist over the Gulf for at least the next seven days. The overall pressure gradient will start to 
weaken over the weekend, with winds becoming gentle to moderate in most areas. The ridge will start to shift southward late 
in the weekend, and winds will veer to a more southwesterly directions north of the ridge. As the ridge shifts further south,
winds along central and northeastern sections will come out of the WSW-WNW, with SW winds elsewhere. Deep tropical 
moisture will keep precipitation chances in the forecast for eastern sections through the period.  A weak front approaching 
from the north Tuesday will increase precipitation chances along most coastal regions starting early in the week. Some of 
these storms may be heavy, and could cause locally enhanced winds and seas.  Model guidance is indicating that the front 
should dissipate along the coast later in the week. Seas should be slight to moderate.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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